RASED publishes recommendations and questions presented by MPs during the confidence discussions

• What are the MPs Recommendations to the Government During the Confidence Discussions!

• RASED publishes recommendations and questions presented by MPs during the confidence discussions.
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Hayat - RASED: To consolidate the transparency approach, RASED’s Parliament Monitoring program publishes the national and regional recommendations and questions presented by MPs during their speeches during the discussion of the ministerial statement of Dr. Bisher Al-Khasawneh government last week.

Dr. Amer Bani Amer, General Director of Al Hayat Center- RASED, stated that publishing the recommendations comes from RASED’s belief in the necessity of disclosure and providing all information that can be used to enhance cooperation between the legislative and executive authorities. He also mentioned that the recommendations presented were divided into eight axes, and their number reached 1259 national recommendations and 365 regional.

On the other hand, the analysis constitutes an entrenchment of the principle of transparency and access to information, as well as informing the electoral bases of the recommendations of their constituencies MPs during the discussion of the government statement and measuring the extent of the compatibility of the recommendations presented with their national and regional priorities and needs.